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Touching “WhaT’s alive”

David C. Young, LCSW

I start with two quotes, both adjusted by me—one from Gene Gendlin and one from 
Marshall Rosenberg who developed Non-Violent Communication (NVC). Adjusting Gene 
and Marshall not only sets the stage for my most transforming Focusing experience, but 
adjusting also sets the tone for the process. My experience put me on a pathway of adjust-
ing all forms, as well as reaching beyond forms into that which creates forms, healing and 
empowering.

“ We must distinguish between the existing system of Focusing forms, on the 
one hand, and the power of Focusing on the other. Focusing escapes the old 
forms of Focusing . . . ” — Eugene Gendlin, “Dwelling” [adjusted, substituting 
“Focusing” for “language”]

“ NVC [Non-Violent Communication] is connecting with what’s alive in [our-
selves,] another person [and our world], and what we can do to get increased 
life [within and] between us.”—Marshall Rosenberg, workshop, September 
2006 [adjusted]

My most transforming Focusing experience, and the many Focusing experiences 
which flowed from it, came not from classic Focusing or even from felt-sensing. It came from 
an insight given to me after someone else’s Focusing experience. It profoundly changed how 
I listened and related to people in everyday ways, as a person and as a professional.

It was a late winter evening nearly thirty years ago. My wife, Jane, and I sat in the 
meeting room of a church next to the University of Chicago. Outside and almost glow-
ing in the dark, we saw lighted “gothic” stone buildings. Inside, maybe a dozen people sat 
with us on old wooden chairs and a big, worn leather couch. Week after week, month after 
month and, yes, year after year, Jane and I led a Sunday evening Changes group. We taught 
and practiced Focusing, Listening and also NVC. Our Changes group was free and open 
to anyone. 

“Anyone” included a long-timer . . . let’s call him Carl. (Details of persons and pro-
cesses are changed to prevent identification.) He’d been coming to Changes years before 
us. Each week, he spoke of the same want: living in the woods naked. That and that alone 
would fix all of his many problems. He spoke as if reporting—always gruff . . . at a distance. 
No matter how well or how long we listened, Carl never touched “what’s alive”. Once Jane 
spent two hours with Carl, doing her very best Focusing-Listening. They still never touched 
“what’s alive”.

That night, Marshall Rosenberg dropped by. He was in my subgroup as I listened to 
Carl. Once more, Carl and I failed to connect with “what’s alive” in him.
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After we finished, Marshall stepped in and listened to Carl in ways I’d never heard. It 
wasn’t NVC as he then taught it. Nor was it Rogerian Listening or our Focusing-Listening. 
Marshall’s listening escaped my forms of Listening, Focusing and NVC. And he connected 
with Carl’s “what’s alive”. Astoundingly, through Marshall’s listening, Carl Focused.

Marshall was just beginning to explore what NVC now calls “needs”. Briefly stated, 
all human beings share the same basic needs. Our emotions, values and specific goals tend 
to center around these basic needs. Since these needs are universal and commonly shared, 
by explicitly linking what we are feeling and wanting to the shared needs of others, our own 
feelings and actions—and those of others, become more understandable—in a deeper way. 
This shared understanding facilitates deeper empathy between people. At this point in time, 
however, Marshall was experimenting; I don’t believe he started teaching “needs” for at least 
another year or two.

How did I know Carl Focused? Shortly after my first workshop with Gene Gendlin, 
I took a Focusing workshop with Jim Iberg. He taught me how to recognize when a person 
was naturally Focusing through Listening or any process that turns our attention inward. 
Using videos of our Focusing session, we learned to be more aware of the facial expressions, 
eye movements, ways and rhythms of breathing, and voice tones, pacings and pausings, 
which alerted us to the presence of Focusing. So I knew that, finally, Carl Focused.

Afterwards, I asked Marshall what he did.

“Have you noticed,” he said, “that when you reflect content, you get more content?”

“Sure, Marshall,” I said, puzzled. What he asked . . . that was obvious.

“And have you noticed,” Marshall continued, “that when you reflect feelings, you get 
more feelings?”

I frowned. These were basic experiences—a kind of client-centered kindergarten. “Of 
course,” I said, a bit put-out.

Marshall fixed me with his intense dark eyes. “When you reflect an alienated view of 
the world, Dave, you just get more alienation.”

Here Marshall gave me my most transforming felt-shift. Even now, while writing this, 
I’m re-experiencing it. The “What” that shifted was actually more lightly felt/experienced, 
than normal felt-sensing. Thirty years ago, Gendlin used the term “background feelings” or 
“always feelings”—feelings so much a part of us that we didn’t even notice them. For exam-
ple, I often have a background feeling of “always pushing”, especially with clients where my 
gut feels that somehow, somewhere I’m missing something. I’m constantly carrying this it 
around, always searching for what’s missing. But while this kind of feeling is generally more 
lightly-felt than normal felt-sensing (even out of my awareness) when this kind of feeling 
shifts, it is because there is an “always” feeling there, that has a more profound effect or 
impact. Gendlin once called this more lightly felt experiencing “bodily sentience”. I call it 
“everydaying”. 

Everydaying is that largely unnoticed feel that gives me my next words. When I’ve lost 
my train of thought, everydaying is usually the feel, the experiencing I’ve lost. Everydaying 
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is also the feel that lets me “know”, without conscious thought or action, just how to greet a 
friend, based on the situation we’re in, what’s happened to him/her recently, how long since 
we’ve seen each other, and a host of other factors. Everydaying is the felt experiencing that 
usually guides my living. 

Marshall heightened my everydaying’s openness and changed my questioning when 
our interacting is stuck. Before, with Carl and with others who never Focused, who never 
touched “what’s alive”, my everydaying asked, “Why isn’t Focusing and Listening work-
ing?” I believed that the forms of Focusing and Listening should work.

Now when Focusing or Listening don’t work—and with my difficult clients, which 
happens a lot—my everydaying asks, “What ‘more’ is here that we’re alienated from?” I 
believe we’re always trying to move, as Gene says, toward more right living. Often with 
good and open relating, felt-sensing and Focusing get us there. But when we stay stuck, my 
everydaying and felt-sensing begin seeking out disconnected experiential realities within 
and between me, others, and our world. I look for alienations to heal, restoring a greater 
“what’s alive”. 

Focusers know the many ways that “what’s alive” reveals itself through felt-sens-
ing. Everydaying also guides us toward “what’s alive”. Like felt-sensing and everydaying, 
“what’s alive” is never “just within me”. Felt-sensing, everydaying and “what’s alive” always 
includes me, others and our world. In his Focusing book, Gendlin says, “Your physically felt 
body is . . . part of a gigantic system of here and other places, now and other times, you and 
other people—in fact, the whole universe. This sense of being bodily alive in a vast system 
is [your] body as is felt from the inside.” This is “what’s alive”.

Looking back with Carl, I suspect Marshall was doing what NVCers now call “needs 
reflecting”. Our wants, emotions and values always involve basic human needs. Marshall 
healed Carl’s alienation by reconnecting him with the basic needs underlying his life’s 
turmoil. 

I want to share some healing stories that made an impact on me because of 
Marshall . . . different kinds of alienations I’ve found and healed. Let’s start with another 
person from Changes.

Tom was a single man in his thirties with screaming eyes. Each week he talked about 
the weather in the Pacific Northwest. No matter what we did or didn’t reflect, no matter how 
we related, Tom soldiered on with the weather all over Oregon and Washington. After a year 
or so, I asked what was important about the weather there. Tom looked at me blankly, then 
went quickly back to the weather. We never did help Tom touch “what’s alive”. Another thing 
I noticed was my relationship with Tom: I liked him a lot. I felt protective of him and I was 
always glad to see him. In Carl Rogers’s terms, it was easy for me to “prize him”. After Jane 
and I left Changes, I sadly wondered what our alienation was with Tom.

Fast-forward fifteen years to Corey—a preteen with black-black hair and large dark 
eyes. He was painfully shy, and he had an odd, halting way of talking. His single mother also 
had his shyness and odd way of talking. For years, I tried everything, seemingly with little 
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effect. Mom and Corey kept coming, maybe because I kept trying and I liked Corey a lot. 
This helped because Corey didn’t have many people in his life who liked him a lot.

Knowing that he must be alienated from something, I finally suggested that mom 
take Corey to a neurologist. His speech and other oddities seemed possibly brain-based. The 
neurologist said that Corey had autism. 

I was shocked. In grad school, I’d only learned about what we now call severe autism. 
I searched until I found a book by Tony Attwood on Asperger’s Syndrome. That opened a 
new world: I saw what was happening and how I and others needed to relate to Corey. I was 
pleased to find that I already did a lot of it, but it was hit-or-miss. Now I could relate more 
consistently and precisely, and I could teach Corey’s mom and his grade school teacher to 
better relate. Adults in Corey’s life healed a profound alienation by realizing how to relate 
with Cory and how he was trying to relate to us.

Corey blossomed. With what I learned from Corey, I discovered a quarter of my case-
load were people with high-functioning autism or Asperger’s Syndrome. As with Corey, I 
liked them all a lot, and I had sort of figured out how to relate with them—I seemed to have 
a knack for it. And as with Corey, I helped many parents and teachers better relate and get in 
touch with “what’s alive” in these beautiful, precious children.

Looking back to Changes and Tom, I now recognize him as someone likely with 
high-functioning autism. He was bright, but he had no idea how to relate with others. And he 
desperately needed relating. I also now recognize Tom’s great courage. We were probably 
the only people, other than his family, that he saw or spoke with. Knowing autism and its 
patterns would have improved our relating, both in better grasping what he was doing and 
in prizing him as a person. I don’t reduce Tom, Corey, or any person to autism. But knowing 
Tom’s ways of relating and how he was trying to reach out, I could’ve better helped him.

Through Marshall, I kept my everydaying open with Corey and I found steps with 
many people in the autism spectrum, healing alienations and moving toward more right liv-
ing. My everydaying with autism remains aggressively open. There’s still so much to learn, 
especially ways to lead people with autism back into their bodies—a very basic alienation.

There’s a fun coda to my autism story. I learned to trust my “really liking” . . . actually 
“loving” and “very protective” . . . as a clue that my client might be in the autism spectrum. 
But I felt puzzled: why such strong feelings? More than ten years after Corey, talking with 
my then-adult son, we realized: he’s high-functioning autism and so am I—I still chuckle 
about that! I realized my son had taught me about loving, relating, and truly enjoying those 
with autism.

Next story: I did a lot of play therapy with severely traumatized children. I started 
traditionally: the parent brought the child to my office, then sat in the waiting room while 
I played with the child. But I was always looking for better ways. I went to a workshop on 
Filial Play Therapy, where the therapist teaches parents how to do play therapy with their 
child. I first tried it with Tyler, a quiet and lanky blond ten year-old with large blue-eyes. He’d 
been molested for several years by a stepfather. When mom found out, she left that man (who 
went to prison). But this plunged her and Tyler into poverty. 
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I’d been working with Tyler for several months. He’d very gradually opened up with 
his play and he was getting a little less anxious and angry. After the workshop, I brought in 
mom as the play therapist, there and at home. I noticed, right away, that she was excited to 
have something she could do to help Tyler. I noticed, too, that Tyler was more alert and better 
in touch with his “what’s alive”. And I noticed that in spite of mom’s eagerness, she was a 
lousy play therapist.

But that didn’t matter. Tyler improved by leaps and bounds. Therapy had now healed 
their bonding alienation, something which often happens when abuse is kept secret.

Within a month, Tyler’s anxiety and anger were markedly less, both at home and 
school. Whenever he relapsed into anxious/angry patterns, mom did some play therapy with 
him, usually healing the issues in one or two home-sessions. I checked with them about a 
year after he stopped seeing me. Both mom and Tyler were doing fine.

I close with a final story that’s still evolving my approach to healing trauma. Jim, a 
young Marine, had a recurring nightmare ever since his first deployment in Afghanistan sev-
eral years before. During a night attack, he became separated from his platoon. As he tried 
to re-enter their defensive perimeter, another Marine cried, “Halt!” Jim heard him chamber 
a round and saw him take aim. Jim thought he was dead. Fortunately, the Marine paused and 
ordered Jim to identify himself. Since then, every night in his dreams, Jim relived “Halt!” 
and feeling, as he said, “utterly alone”.

Jim’s “utterly alone” cued me. Knowing that he was a staunch conservative Protestant, 
I asked him to go back into that memory. Then I asked him, “Where is God?” 

Jim’s eyes popped open. I said, “God is present everywhere, right?” Jim nodded 
slowly. I said, “Then God was there, not just as an idea, but as a deeply-felt presence, yes?” 

Jim sighed—a felt-shift. He relaxed, and said, “Right.” 

“So go back there again,” I said, “and this time feel God’s presence.” Now Jim was 
physically much different, less tense. After a minute, he gave a felt-shift sigh, relaxing fur-
ther and with more face color. 

“Yeah,” I said. “Take whatever time you need to fully feel God’s presence there, and 
only when you’re ready to move on . . . let me know.” Jim took maybe two minutes, with more 
shifts. Then he nodded.

I asked, “Why weren’t you killed?” After a minute, he gave a felt-shift sigh, saying, 
“Because God still has a purpose for me.”

“Yes,” I said, “because God still has a purpose for you.” Jim sighed again. 

“Take whatever time you need,” I said, “to fully feel that God still has a purpose 
for you.” 

Jim’s nightmare never returned. 

Jim led me into my current project, “What’s needed to heal trauma?” Trauma, of 
course, often creates profound alienations.
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Jim’s alienation from God, Carl’s alienation from his basic needs, my own alienation 
from the ways those with autism (including my son and myself) relate, Tyler and his mom’s 
alienation from each other and their love. 

Marshall’s gift has made these and so many others more whole and real. Marshall’s 
gift also evolved the openness of my everydaying—one of the deepest changes I’ve made. 
My most transforming Focusing still leads me toward more right living, better touching 
“what’s alive” in me, others, and our world.

Dave Young, LCSW, is a Focusing-Oriented psychotherapist in private practice in Colo-
rado Springs, Co. He often works with children, teens and adults, who’ve had multiple 
psychotherapy failures and hospitalizations, combining family/couples therapies, cogni-
tive/behavioral therapies, and medical model diagnoses within a client-centered frame-
work using Focusing-Listening and NVC, as a base. Additionally, Dave works with trauma, 
including attachment issues, combat reactions, and severe child-abuse/neglect, as well as 
work with autism spectrum, bipolar, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic, 
severe depression, and chronic medical problems. 

Contact: dkarljung1950@yahoo.com. (Note: Please put “Focusing” in the subject box of 
your email.)




